ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel method is proposed for Chinese large-scale online encyclopedia knowledge denoising. Firstly, the initial similarity of the triples is acquired by the similarity computing method integrating the Edit-Distance and TongYiCiCiLin similarity algorithm. Secondly, a novel nuclear field-like potential function of the Infobox knowledge triples is constructed in virtue of Chinese encyclopedia entry semantic tag. Finally, large-scale knowledge triple clustering and denoising are performed by means of the improved potential function proposed in this paper for the purpose of minimizing the influence of massive repetition and ambiguity in the Chinese open encyclopedia Knowledge Base (KB). The proposed method has solved the problems of semantic duplication, ambiguity and inappropriate classification of knowledge triples arising from constructing Chinese KBs. The experimental results indicate that the open-domain oriented Chinese encyclopedia KBs constructed by the method proposed in this paper is outperformed than the stateof-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vision of the Semantic Web is to create a ''Web of Data'', so that a machine is able to understand the semantic information on the internet [1] . With the development and application of internet technology, it has gradually become an open platform for information release, communication and sharing. Information inquiry and knowledge acquisition have been gradually transformed from offline to online. People's life has entered into the era of big data and knowledge graph (KG) due to the rapid development of Web 3.0. Construction of knowledge base (KB) which serves as the collection of important knowledge triples for storing, organizing, processing and providing knowledge services, is becoming the foundation for many industries to carry out knowledge management.
With the increasingly diverse means of KBs construction, the tendency of large-scale size can be seen. The flourishing online encyclopedia provides a high-quality data source for
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Mamoun Alazab. knowledge discovery, integration and KG construction. With the maturing and emerging of Chinese online encyclopedia, the academic circle has started focusing and researching for automatic knowledge extraction and KB construction. However, a large number of synonymy, ambiguity and improper classification of knowledge in Chinese entries have resulted in problems of low efficiency and precision of Chinese online encyclopedia KB.
II. RELATED WORK
In order to achieve the vision of ''Web of Data'', in the current decade, the research on Semantic Web has undergone vigorous development of KB construction, linked open data (LOD) and KG.
A. KNOWLEDGE BASE
The birth and widespread using of online encyclopedia has provided abundant knowledge sources for constructing the KB. In recent years, researches on large-scale knowledge VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ acquisition for online encyclopedia systems which are in the ascendant and mainly depend on two aspects: i) knowledge extraction by parsing the structured or semi-structured information from entry's web page, such as Infobox, and ii) knowledge extraction from the plain-text of entry's web page based on semantic annotation and machine learning algorithms. The large-scale KB (e.g., DBpedia) based on the online encyclopedia system is also deemed as the source of online knowledge. Kylin system developed by Wu and Weld [2] , [3] not only focuses on the structured information arising from the web page of encyclopedia items, but also tries to extract the knowledge triples from the unstructured text. Freebase [4] is a practical, scalable triple database used to structure commonsense knowledge. It not only extracts information from Wikipedia, but also makes use of the MusicBrainz and Notable Names Database etc. Some other typical works such as YAGO [5] , [6] and DBpedia [7] , [8] , which are large-scale and multilingual semantic KBs built on the basis of Wikipedia system, extracting knowledge from the structured information of Wikipedia pages through specific wiki system middleware. The hierarchical relation in encyclopedia open classification system is confirmed as the ''is-a'' relationship between concepts. The Infobox on entry page contains a number of knowledge triples. DBpedia as the Hub of LOD [9] , a multilingual and giant LOD Web has been established.
At the same time, as the second largest language in the world, Chinese KB plays an important part in the LOD and KG constructions, therefore many researches on Chinese KB are gradually unfolded. By extracting knowledge triples and constructing large-scale KB from the structured information in Chinese online encyclopedia system, Wang et al. extract the hierarchical relationship between concepts and obtain the Infobox knowledge triples in the entry's web page and encyclopedia entries based on the classification system of Chinese encyclopedia, and finally establish a Chinese encyclopedia KB [10] . Jingwei+ [11] is; Fu et al. [12] crawl the entry's web pages of BaiduBaike and Hudong through semantic crawler, then parse the structured information (e.g., Infobox) and generate the RDF triples; secondly, download the Chinese version of DBpedia KB; finally store the three largest Chinese encyclopedia KBs into Jingwei+ (a large-scale distributed Chinese KB [11] ). However, in the case of ambiguity in the data sets, it cannot achieve integration. Wang et al. [13] , [14] propose a new approach of automatic building for domain ontology based on machine learning algorithm, and by which the large-scale e-Gov ontology is built automatically. In the first stage, rough mapping from thesaurus to ontology is carried out, and domain rough ontology is formed according to the conversion rules proposed. In the second stage, they firstly merge and align concepts between thesaurus and encyclopedia KB based on Edit-Distance and TongYiCiCiLin algorithm. Secondly, based on the TF-IDF algorithm, the structured Infobox knowledge triples are sorted, refined and automatically merged with thesaurus to build domain ontology with rich semantic information. Li et al. [15] use twelve effective features of Chinese Wikipedia tag data which are designed from the perspectives of lexical, grammatical and structural aspects to predict and extract is-a relationship. The Skip-gram model is used for training word embedding, mining and descripting of semantic relationships in the web page. The is-a relation inference method based on language pattern, heuristic rules and association rules mining is proposed, and the upper concept of classification tree is extracted. In the end, a large-scale Chinese classification system construction algorithm is proposed to design and implement the Chinese classification system query system: CTCS2 based on constructing the classification system so as to meet the requirements of semantic query.
The method of automatic information annotation and acquisition by supervised learning in plain-text of Chinese Wikipedia is earlier proposed by Chen et al. They extract the large-scale Chinese knowledge triples from the unstructured text of the Wikipedia based on the Infobox and statistical learning algorithm [16] . Liu et al. [17] propose a synonym decision method to extend the set of attributes, which is based on the characteristics of attribute phrases and make full use of structural features of Chinese online encyclopedia to discover different expressions of attributes. In order to enhance the precision of KB, Wang et al. [18] propose a self-expanded learning method to predict on the semantic relations between subjects and objects while extracting the knowledge triples from the plain-texts of entry's web page of Chinese encyclopedia.
B. LINKED OPEN DATA
In recent years, with a growing number of heterogeneous large-scale KBs published on the web and in order to achieve knowledge sharing and semantic interoperation, there are many researches in the field of LOD mainly focus on the following two aspects: i) interlinking data sets on the schema-level that is ontology mapping, and ii) interlinking data sets on the level of instances.
As a typical scenario of LOD on schema-level, ontology mapping has been widely studied. Melnik et al. propose a structural level ontology mapping algorithm called ''similarity flooding'' that uses the concept of ontology to build a similarity propagation map and then spreads and corrects any similarities between the concepts. Cohen et al. [19] survey some typical similarity computing algorithms on element-level and evaluate their performance. Giunchiglia and Yatskevich [20] propose that semantic relationships should be discovered based on linguistic method by introducing shared knowledge dictionary (e.g., WordNet [21] ). Isaac et al. [22] propose an Instance-Level ontology mapping algorithm that would measure the similarities between the concepts according to the number of similar instance of ontology concepts. Nikolov et al. [23] make use of the hierarchy between concepts in order to pick up the most suitable mapping parameter and approach. Zhong et al. [24] develop the RiMOM system, which is a multi-strategy mapping system based on ontology instance, concept name, ontol-ogy structure and other characteristics. Jain et al. propose the BLOOMS system [25] , which can efficiently build the Schema-Level interlinking in LOD environment. Furthermore, Tongsacom [26] is a sequence alignment-based Chinese ontology mapping model, it can deal with the Chinese out-of-vocabulary mapping task.
There are also some typical systems establishing the interlinking between LOD datasets at the instance level. Silk [27] , [28] is a framework for building the interlinking between different datasets by a declarative language. Users can configure the linking strategy, such as the type and conditions, and it also support the remote interlinking. RDF-AI [29] is a matching framework that can match, fuse and interlink RDF datasets based on sequence alignment similarity algorithms. Hassanzadeh et al. [30] propose a common and extensible system: LinQL, which has integrated some existed link discovery method. The purpose of this system is to help users to select the most suitable method to interlink their own dataset. Meanwhile, it also support publishing RDF triples from Relational Data Base (RDB) by using D2RQ [31] and Virtuoso. In order to achieve the sharing, reusing, and interoperation of knowledge bases in LOD environment, it is necessary to link ontologies described in different languages. Ngomo and Auer [32] rely on user-defined rules to determine the attributes to be compared between the entities. HolisticEM [33] construct a graph of potential matching pairs firstly and aligns instances in KBs based on Personalized PageRank. Earlier, Niu et al. [34] use the rich source data of Chinese encyclopedia to construct the Chinese semantic KB and developed a Chinese linked data application system: Zhishi.me. Specifically, a semi-supervised learning algorithm is proposed to iteratively mine matching rules and find equivalent semantic relationships [35] . This method greatly reduces the cost of manual design matching rules and similarity computing, and still maintains high precision. Wang et al. [36] propose extracting the hierarchical relationships between concepts and the concept property contained in Infobox based on the DMOZs (a kind of open classification project) of Chinese wiki: BaiduBaike 1 and Hudong 2 ; furthermore, based on a simple keyword-matching method, eventually building Chinese encyclopedia KBs and establishing the co-reference relationships between instances of DBpedia. Wang et al. [37] propose a multi-source KB entity alignment algorithm based on semantic tag of entry, which can align Chinese encyclopedia entities by comprehensive usage of attribute tags, category tags and keywords of plain-texts. There are also some typical researches on the cross-linguistic links, e.g., Wang et al. [38] [39] propose a method for building cross-linguistic interlinking in LOD. Firstly, with the help of a small amount of cross-language and internal links seed, using the concept annotation method to enrich the internal links; secondly, a regression model is used to predict potential cross-language links between Chinese and English wiki. Wang et al. [40] link articles between Wikipedia and BaiduBaike by using a bilingual topic model and translation features based on SVM.
C. KNOWLEDGE GRAPH
Nowadays, KBs in the form of KGs have been widely used in many applications. Research on the Semantic Web has entered into the era of KGs. But for similar reasons and same as KBs, many KGs have been created separately for particular purposes. Furthermore, KG embedding models have been widely applied to address KG completion tasks that aim to predict missing entities or relations based on existing triples in a KG. There are some typical translation model-based methods have been proposed to learn entity embeddings. TransE [41] models relationships by interpreting them as translations operating on the low-dimensional embeddings of the entities. TransH [42] models a relation as a hyperplane together with a translation operation on it. TransR [43] builds entity and relation embeddings in separate entity space and relation spaces. TransD [44] not only considers the diversity of relations, but also entities. It can be applied on large scale graphs. Xie et al. [45] explore two encoders for knowledge graphs taking advantages of entity descriptions, including continuous bag-of-words and deep convolutional neural models to encode semantics of entity descriptions. Wang and Li [46] take advantage of rich context information in a corpus and expand the semantic structure of the knowledge graph. This method can better handle the 1-to-N, N-to-1 and N-to-N relations. Trisedya et al. [47] exploit large numbers of attribute triples in the knowledge graphs and generate attribute character embeddings. They use a transitivity rule to further enrich the number of attributes of an entity to enhance the attribute character embedding.
Besides, some non-translation based approaches have also been proposed to learn entity embeddings. Bordes et al. [48] use neural network learning method to embed triples in different KBs into a flexible continuous vector space. Socher et al. [49] discover that performance can be improved when entities are represented as an average of their constituting word vectors. HolE [50] also use tensor-based factorization and represent relations with matrices.
To sum up, having a high-quality and high-precision KB is the premise and guarantee to realize the vision of LOD and KGs. Unfortunately, there are a large amount of noise knowledge still in Chinese online encyclopedia KBs brought by previous work, which is mainly caused by the ambiguity and inappropriate classification of Infobox triples due to the open collaborative characteristics and tag settings etc. of online encyclopedia. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel knowledge denoising model to enhance the precision of encyclopedia KBs. The major contributions of this paper are listed as following:
(1) Our method employs the Edit-Distance [51] and TongYiCiCiLin algorithm for computing the initial similarity value of triples in Chinese encyclopedia KBs, and we separately regard the triples as the data entities in field and the initial similarity value as the mass of triple in data field.
(2) In order to further improve the precision of KB, a novel Infobox knowledge triple-constructed nuclear field-like potential function is proposed by means of initial similarity value and distance between semantic tags of Chinese encyclopedia entry to compute the target similarity value of the triples. Specifically, we propose a novel piecewise function based on semantic distance between triple's tags and embed it into the nuclear field-like potential function. The proposed piecewise function is used for punishing the improper classified triples so as to optimize and decrease its initial similarity value in its triples set.
(3) The processes of re-ranking and deleting of lowerranked knowledge triples are carried out based on the target similarity value for the purpose of denoising a large number of improper classification and ambiguity of triples in Chinese encyclopedia KBs.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION

A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
According to the classification system of encyclopedia, each entry can belong to one or more classification concepts. Obviously, these entries are instances of the classification concept. The structured information of Infobox appearing on each entry's web page can be parsed into a set of knowledge triples, that is to say, all triples in this set belong to the instance of entry. The 11 top-classes in BaiduBaike and Hudong refer to the classification tree of both of them, namely: People, Sports, Life, Culture, Science, Economy, History, Society, Geography, Nature, and Art.
The semantic tags discussed in this paper are divided into two parts:
i) The one part is the encyclopedia entries' tags labeled by its open collaborative editors. Especially in the BaiduBaike, there are two kinds of tags for entries: classification tag and property tag. These two kinds of tags are not distinguished on the web page of entries. Therefore, entry's tags of BaiduBaike can be used to describe both the classification and the properties of entries.
ii) The other part is the misclassified-tags labeled by the previous work because of the ambiguity caused by a large number of encyclopedia entries which have the same name but different meanings. These tags are named as encyclopedia ambiguous tag. The ambiguous categorization of entries will eventually result in all the Infobox knowledge triples contained in the entries being labeled the ambiguous tags.
In this paper, tags in the two parts mentioned above are collectively called as semantic tag. They form a set T of semantic tags, in which each tag appearing in the classification tree of Chinese encyclopedias.
There are two possible cases where noise triples would be generated. Below we will take the BaiduBaike's entry ''Verona'' for example to explain: i) Incorrect categorization may occur when entries are categorized according to entry's tags, that is: if an entry contains a tag describing its properties, then all the triples of this entry will be inappropriately classified under the concept of the classification tree corresponding to the property tag.
For example, the ''Sports'' tag is used to characterize the properties of entry: ''Verona''(a famous football club in Italy) rather than to declare the classification to which it belongs.
ii) The inappropriate categorization of these ambiguity entries will result in the ambiguous categorization of all the Infobox knowledge triples contained in the entry. Besides, because of open collaborative editing mode of online encyclopedia, it should be noted that the encyclopedia tags of the part i) of the entry itself may also contain some improperly categorized tags by the entry's editors, which will also lead to inappropriate categorization of the triples.
For example, the entry ''Verona'' has five homonymous terms, these ambiguity entries belong to five different Encyclopedia sub-classes (tags): Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy, Football and Sports. Just as said in part i) in this section, some of these tags are used for describing the property of entry ''Verona''. Therefore, when the previous work system classifies the entry, it will cause the ambiguity of the entry itself, which will lead to all the ambiguity entries being classified to every sub-class in the set T of semantic tags. That is, causing the following improper classified results:
Verona(Scenic Spots) → Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy, Football, Sports Verona(Geography) → Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy, Football, Sports Verona(Italy) → Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy, Football, Sports Verona(Football) → Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy, Football, Sports Verona(Sports) → Scenic Spots, Geography, Italy, Football, Sports The word in brackets indicates the correct classification of each entry with the same name. ''→'' means ''be classified''.
All of the problems mentioned above will bring a large number of noise and error information to the large-scale opendomain KB, and finally degrade KB's precision.
The method proposed in this paper tries to solve the problems mentioned above, namely the noise challenge in Chinese KB. We label all the classification concepts in set T of an entry in the form of semantic tags (including classification, property, and ambiguous tags) onto each triple of this entry. In the following description, a tag in the set T of a triple is collectively referred to as t i .
B. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In order to clearly define the problem of knowledge denoising in this paper, based on the view of set theory, we declare a set of formalization definitions as following:
Definition 1 (Knowledge triple): Knowledge triple is denoted by < S, P, O >, in which subject, predicate and object are denoted as S, as P, and O, respectively. We formulate a triple as The classification tags are the entry tags(class) appearing on its web page which declare the classification to which it belongs. This kind of tags forms a set of classification tags C of Entry.
Definition 4 (Set of property tags of entry):
The property tags are the entry tags appearing on its web page which describe the property of entry, which form a property tag set Y . All tags in the set C ∪ Y are the original entry tags which are indiscriminately written together into a HTML label named ''Entry Tag'' by editors and presented on entry's web page. It should be noted that Hudong does not set property tag to describe entry.
Definition 5 (Ambiguous tags set of entry):
If an entry e i (1≤ i ≤ n) has n other homonymous terms: e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e i , . . . , e n , then all these other homonymous terms will make up the ambiguous tags set
, where '':='' means ''labeled with all tags in set on the right side of this symbol''. Then e i has the ''is-a'' relation with each tag(class) in set
Definition 6 (Triples set of a tag):
An entry set of a tag (class) t consist of all the entries having the ''is-a'' relation with t, then the triples set of t consist of all of the triples belonging to this entry set. It is denoted as B t and H t in BaiduBaike and Hudong KBs respectively.
Definition 7 (Set of semantic tags of a triple):
All the semantic tags labeled on a triple b i is denoted as a set
Definition 8 (Noise triple): Suppose an entry e:= C ∪Y ∪A, all the triples belong to e will be labeled with all the tags of e, that is ∀b i ∈ e,b i := C∪Y ∪A. If Y ∩A = , then e is identified as the noise entry instance in Y (not exist in Hudong) and/or A, and ∀b i ∈ e, b i is identified as the noise triple in Y and/or A.
It should be noted that all semantic tags(classes) appearing on the web page of entry do not necessarily all exist in the encyclopedia classification tree. In this paper, we do not consider the tags which do not exist in the encyclopedia classification tree.
IV. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
Taking BaiduBaike as the target KB for denoising, and Hudong as the referenced KB, this paper plans to conduct initial similarity measurement of Chinese knowledge triple by using multi-strategy integrated similarity algorithm combining with cross-language universal Edit-Distance and Chinese TongYiCiCiLin similarity algorithm. Because of Chinese knowledge triples with the literal similarity between words and semantic similarity in the semantic web environment, it is one-sided and inaccurate to only adopt one method. Thus, after comparing two algorithm results, the larger value is selected for accumulation to the initial similarity result of the BaiduBaike triple. The initial similarity is planned to be defined as the triple proton quality in the potential function of encyclopedia knowledge triples. Based on this, an improved nuclear field-like potential function based on semantic tag is proposed for proton clustering computing for the purpose of maximally denoising and improving system's precision.
In general, the whole triple denoising process is systematically divided into the following two stages:
First Stage: Initial similarity computing of triple by using multi-strategy integrated similarity algorithm combining with cross-language Edit-Distance similarity algorithm and Chinese TongYiCiCiLin similarity algorithm.
Second Stage: Target similarity computing based on initial similarity value of triple by using the improved nuclear field-like potential function for the purpose of optimizing, revising the initial similarity value and finally denoising the Chinese encyclopedia KB.
The process of denoising method: ''TriTag-NFPF'' proposed in this paper is shown in Fig.1 .
A. FIRST STAGE -INITIAL SIMILARITY COMPUTING FOR INFOBOX TRIPLES
The initial similarity computing in this paper is conducted between two triple sets corresponding to sub-classes of BaiduBaike and 11 top-classes of Hudong. For example, for initial similarity computing of BaiduBaike sub-class triple set: ''Bank'', the triple initial similarity computing together with Hudong top-class ''Economy'' triple set is required because ''Bank'' is sub-class of ''Economy'', which is also the top-class in BaiduBaike. Therefore, mapping of all the triples in the ''Economy'' top-class in Hudong is required for initial similarity computing and accumulation. We randomly select triple sets of several sub-classes from BaiduBaike KB and the triple sets of the 11 top-class of Hudong encyclopedia as the denoising tasks of BaiduBaike. The precision will be measured for the denoising method proposed in this paper. As shown in Table 1 .
Specifically, 1) Computing the Edit-Distance similarity of triple based on the Edit-Distance algorithm; 2) Computing the TongYiCiCiLin similarity of triple based on TongYiCiCiLin algorithm; and 3) Conducting complementary integration of the Edit-Distance and the TongYiCiCiLin similarity value to obtain the initial similarity value of triple.
1) SIM E : EDIT-DISTANCE SIMILARITY COMPUTING OF TRIPLE
High efficient computing method with less resource demand needs to be considered in initial similarity computing. Thus, the Edit-Distance based initial similarity computing method is adopted. The literal similarity between the triples can be obtained through the Edit-Distance algorithm SIM E , and the semantic correlation will be ignored.
Suppose any triple in the triples set B t of a BaiduBaike subclass t as b i =< b is , b ip , b io >, any triple in set H of Hudong top-class corresponding to set H t as h j =< h js , h jp , h jo >, the Edit-Distance similarity between the subjects in the triples b i and h j can be given by Eq. (1). Here, the Edit-Distance similarity between predicate and objects can be obtained in a similar way.
where, |STEP(b is ,h js )| is the required edit-operation times to make b is and h js equal. The length of characters b is and h js denoted as len(b is ) and len(h js ). The Edit-Distance similarity of BaiduBaike knowledge triple can be obtained after computing.
2) SIM T : TONGYICICILIN SIMILARITY COMPUTING OF TRIPLE
''TongYiCiCiLin'' edited by Mei et al. in 1983 is a Chinese synonym dictionary with the original aim at providing more synonymous expressions and assisting creation and translation work [52] . This dictionary contains not only the synonym of an entry but also a certain number of entries of the same kind, namely, related entries in a broad sense. In the Chinese synonym dictionary TongYiCiCiLin, each vocabulary after coding is organized in a tree structure in a hierarchical relation with five layers from top to bottom. There are code identifiers in corresponding levels respectively, which are arranged from left to right to constitute CiLin code of lexical unit. Each node in the tree represents a concept, and the connotative semantic correlation between entries will increase with the increase of layer. The Chinese words co-reference relationship identification can actually be abstracted as the issue of identifying Chinese synonyms. We actually adopted the extended version in this invention, namely: HIT TongYiCiCiLin (extended) 3 , as the dictionary lexicon for the TongYiCiCiLin similarity computing [26] . It is the largest dictionary of Chinese synonyms at present. It contains the largest number of Chinese synonyms.
Taking the lexical unit '' (China)'' as an example (TongYiCiCiLin code: ''Di02A03=''), its TongYiCiCiLin code format as indicated in Table 2 .
Firstly, TongYiCiCiLin code parsing of subject, predicate and object in the triple according to the structural characteristics of TongYiCiCiLin for sub-code extraction from the 1-th to the 5-th layer and comparison from the sub-code in the first layer. In case of different sub-codes, give the corresponding similarity weight of the mapping according to the appeared layer. The deeper layer of the sub-code appears, the higher the similarity weight. At the same time, the number of branch nodes at each layer also affects the similarity.
The semantic similarity between the triples can be obtained by the TongYiCiCiLin similarity algorithm: SIM T . In this case, SIM T is adopted to explain with the similarity computing between the subjects in two triples as an example. The similarity computing between two predicates and objects can be obtained in a similar way:
To adjust the parameter semantic correlation factors, thus controlling the possible similarity degree of lexical units in branches at different layers, λ ∈ (0,1). When λ is set to 0.9, our method can achieve the best overall performance. Because TongYiCiCiLin tree consists of 5 layers altogether, so L ={1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. |L| is the number of elements in the set L and equals to 5 in this system. Setting ∀L n ∈ L, L n is the n-th layer's number where different sub-codes appearing between b is and h js . N T is the total number of nodes of b is and h js on the branch of the n-th layer. D c is the code-distance at b is and h js 's branch.
3) THE INITIAL SIMILARITY COMPUTING OF TRIPLE
Considering the semantic complementarity of SIM E and SIM T algorithms, complementary integration of the similar-3 http://ir.hit.edu.cn/demo/ltp/Sharing_Plan.htm ity results of these two algorithms in this paper is proposed: the maximum value is selected.
The initial similarity S of a triple b i in triples set B t of BaiduBaike proposed in this paper is shown in Eq. (3):
where 0.3, 0.5 and 0.2 represent the weight coefficients of the subject similarity, predicate similarity and object similarity during the initial similarity computing of the whole triple b i , which can be adjusted according to the target effect. Specifically, because we consider that the predicate of a triple can best reflect the semantic characteristics of the classification to which it should belong, followed by the subject and the object. Therefore, by setting the weight coefficients of the predicate to the highest among three of them, triples that have been correctly classified can get higher similarity values compared with others of improper classified in its triples set. Furthermore, after tuning parameters of the system according to the output, we find that when the weight coefficients of subject, predicate and object are 0.3, 0.5 and 0.2 respectively, the system can obtain the best P-value.
The initial similarity of knowledge triples in a BaiduBaike sub-class's triple set B can be obtained after computing.
B. ADD SEMANTIC DISTANCE TO ENTRY TAGS OF INFOBOX KNOWLEDGE TRIPLE
If the name of a tag of triple b i is the same as the name of the current triples set (sub-class) to which the triple b i belongs, then it is the center tag in the T b i and is denoted as t c i . For one triple, the semantic distance between tags is defined as the shortest path length between the center tag and other tags of it.
As mentioned above, all the entry tags involved in this paper belong to the open classification system of encyclopedia. We stipulate that if the current tag belongs to the current top-class set, then the current tag must be the parent-class or sub-class of the center tag. If the current tag is the direct parent-class or sub-class of the center tag, then the semantic distance is 1. Because the maximum depth of classification tree of BaiduBaike and Hudong are both equal to 2, so the maximum semantic distance between tags is 6. The semantic distance between the center tag t c i itself is 0 in its triples set.
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For example, a triple < Verona, Sports, Football > has been improper classified to the class: Scenic spots as it has an ambiguous tag: Scenic spots, meanwhile it also has another ambiguous tag: Geography, because both of them are used for describing the property of another ambiguous one of the entry: ''Verona''. In the classification tree of BaiduBaike, Scenic spots is sub-class of Tourism and Tourism is sub-class of Life. While both Geography and Life are the top-classes, so the semantic path between Scenic spots and Geography can be expressed as:
Scenic spots → Tourism → Life →ROOT→ Geography. So the semantic distance between Scenic spots and Geography is 4.
C. SECOND STAGE -A NOVEL SEMANTIC TAG-BASED NUCLEAR FIELD-LIKE POTENTIAL FUNCTION FOR TARGET SIMILARITY COMPUTING OF INFOBOX KNOWLEDGE TRIPLE
A semantic tag-based ''potential function'' is proposed in this paper while computing the triple target similarity value. In order to further improve the precision of KB, the purpose of this stage is to optimize the similarity value obtained in the first stage.
It should be noted that the field which refers to the mapping of one vector to another or number in mathematics and a space region where each point is under the effect of force in physics, originally referred to magnetic field, electric field, gravitational field and other physical fields. In the above-mentioned physical fields, it is common to describe the mutual effect between particles with vector field majority function and the scalar potential function, which can also be defined in data fields just like in physics fields. The theory of data field [53] is proposed based on the field theory in physics. It is a description method of finalizing into field theory by abstracting the mutual relation between data in the space of field as the issue of mutual effect between material particles. The theory which expresses the interaction relationship between different data through the potential function can manifest the distribution characteristics of data, conduct clustering partition of data set according to the equipotential line structure in the data field.
The shortest path length (semantic distance) between center and other tags is d = |t c i -t j |. We regard the triple as the data entity in our new nuclear field-like potential function, and the initial similarity value as the mass of triple in the field. Thus, the nuclear field-like potential function of the interaction between center tag t c i and the other tag t j of the triple b i is expressed as Eq. (4): where S b i (B t j ) represents the initial similarity of the triple b i in its other triples set B of tag(sub-class): t j , which represents the influence intensity of t j on b i . σ ≥0 is called the influence factor, which determines the scope of influence of the elements. The potential function value increases with the increase of σ . In this paper, we set σ = 10, k = 2 in order to make the semantic distance have a greater impact on the target similarity value and which will make our method achieve the best overall performance.
Tags not belonging to the current top-class are punished for the purpose of weakening the initial similarity of triples containing tags with far semantic distance for secondary ranking based on the target similarity. The triples of lower-ranking behind will be removed from the KB. Therefore, the field majority computing based on the triple's tags is required to obtain the target similarity, which is the correction result of the initial similarity. The improved and optimized piecewise function (5) for punishing the improper classified triples is shown as follows:
''+'' Namely, tag t j belongs to the top-class of the center tag t c i . ''−'' Namely, tag t j does not belong to the top-class of the center tag t c i . In which, ϕ t j (b i ) is the piecewise function we built. The ''+'' represents whether the current tag t j and center tag t c i . belong to the same top-class. If yes, it indicates that the tag has a positive acting force on the triple b i ; if no, it indicates that the tag has an opposite acting force on the triple b i.
The BaiduBaike triple final target similarity computing algorithm is shown as Eq. (6), where F i represents the final target similarity value of triple b i .
D. KNOWLEDGE DENOISING BASED ON THE TARGET SIMILARITY OF INFOBOX KNOWLEDGE TRIPLE
After the improved nuclear field-like potential function processing of the initial similarity, descending sorting according to the target similarity value is performed. After sorting the initial and target similarity sets of triples, according to the descending order of similarity value, it can be seen that this method has good effect on rank descending of incorrect triples and will have more conductive to KB denoising. For the triples' target similarity set of a sub-class, the latter 41% of triples will be deleted according to the idea of golden section point to obtain the final denoised and refined KB. For clarity, the ''TriTag-NFPF'' algorithm consisting of two stages can also be presented with the manner of''endto-end'' as Algorithm 1:
V. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of the new method of constructing Chinese KB proposed in this paper, we have extracted data sets from Chinese open encyclopedias such as BaiduBaike and Hudong, and designed two experiments as follows: -NFPF(B, H , T 
end for 6. end for // confirm the center tag tc i of triple b i in its tag set 7. for each t k in T b i // ''literalof'' means get the literal value of input strings 8.
if
end if 11.
end for // get the target similarity value of each triple in set B x 12. end for // the latter 41% of triples will be deleted 24.
descendsortingbytargetsimilarity(Map_B', 0.41) 25.
return Map_B' i) Compared the changes in the number of incorrectly classified triples in the latter 41% of each sub-class triples set of BaiduBaike after the first stage and the second stage processing.
The purpose of the experiment is mainly to observe the changes in number of incorrectly classified triples in the latter 41% of BaiduBaike sub-class triples set after the clustering sorting by the improved nuclear field-like potential function, and to compare the number of incorrect triples in the latter 41% with descending sorting of initial similarity set without this processing, thus reasonably analyzing and comparing the results.
ii) Precision can be obtained after comparing with the processing at two stages and state-of-the-art methods With Chinese online encyclopedia KB as the experimental data source in this paper, the crawler toolkit HTMLParser is used for crawling and parsing of the Infobox structured information contained in the open classification page and entry page of BaiduBaike and Hudong, respectively.
The strategy for building KBs of BaiduBaike and Hudong is based on the methods reported in Ref. [11] , [36] . Then, the information is organized in the form of Chinese triples to establish the initial large-scale Chinese open domain KB. Then, the crawled data can be divided into 11 top-class concept sets, each of which contains subclass concepts and each sub-class concept includes several corresponding triples.
The number of entry triples in the 11 top-classes of Hudong, sub-classes of BaiduBaike, and corresponding relationships can be seen in Table 1 . We invite four Chinese senior grade students from Capital University of Economics and Business to use the manual identification and manual annotation-based method for semantic annotating. This is the manually annotated result with the principle of whether the triple matches the related sub-class attributes. If it matches, Y is marked, otherwise N is marked.
Evaluation of experimental data: the precision of the selected triples: P = number of outputted Y / total number of outputs * 100% The experiment in this paper is aimed at denoising, namely, the precision of triple sets(sub-classes) is required and triples marked as Y need to be extracted. This system effect can be completely satisfied by observing the precision.
After selecting some triple sets under the 11 top-class in the classification tree of Chinese online encyclopedia, it can be found that precision (P) can better reflect the efficiency brought by the algorithm. Thus, the evaluation is shown in Table 3 . The detailed a part of BaiduBaike KB selected randomly and preparing to be denoised in this paper is shown in Table 4 .
A. EXPERIMENT 1 -RESULT ANALYSIS FOR THE SEMANTIC TAGS-BASED NUCLEAR FIELD-LIKE POTENTIAL FUNCTION
The following is a result analysis of a triple belongs to the sub-class of ''scenic spots'': < Verona, sports, football >. Since the term Verona is both a historic city and a football club in northern Italy, therefore, while categorizing, all the Infobox triples belong to the entry will be inappropriately classified because of ambiguity. Therefore, we can see that triples belong to the term ''Verona'' related to the ''football club'' will be inappropriately classified under the sub-class ''scenic spots''.
In this paper, the schematic process of modifying the initial similarity value in order to denoise the Infobox triples is presented as shown in the Fig.2 .
Where, the number above the arrow represents the semantic distance d between every two tags. The ''Scenic spot'' is the classification of the triple currently discussed, then the center tag of the triple ''< Verona, Sports, Football >'' is ''Scenic spot'', the d of center tag is 0, and the initial similarity value of this triple is +3175.2356 in the triple set 'Scenic spot''.
According to the algorithm 1 proposed in this paper, the initial similarity value will be optimized based on the other semantic tags it has. ''Italy'' is a sub-class of the top-class ''Geography'', and the semantic path between ''Scenic spot'' and ''Italy'' can be expressed as:
''Scenic spots''→''Tourism''→''Life''→ROOT→''Geography''→''Country''→''Italy''.
So the semantic distance between ''Scenic spot'' and ''Italy'' is 6, while the semantic distance between ''Scenic spot'' and the top-class ''Geography'' is 4. ''Football'' is a sub-class of top-class ''Sports'', and ''Football'' is also a sub-class of ''Ball Games''. Therefore, the semantic path between ''Scenic spots'' and ''Football'' can be expressed as:
So the semantic distance between ''Scenic spot'' and ''Football'' is 6, and the distance between ''Scenic spots'' and ''Sports'' is 4.
''+/−'' represents whether the current tag and the center tag are in the same top-class. If it is, it means that the current tag exerts positive force on the current triple, then the calculation result of piecewise function (5) is positive; if not, it means that the current tag exerts negative force on the current triple, then the calculation result of piecewise function (5) In summary, we get the target similarity value of +352.5586, which shows that the similarity value of the triple decreases a lot after optimized by the new potential function. In order to delete the noise triple from KB, we finally sort the triple set of the sub-class ''Scenic spot'' in descending order according to the target similarity value. Compared with the descending order according to the initial similarity value, it can be seen that the ranking of this improper classification triple has dropped from 2258 to 3374. Results show that the method proposed in this paper has a good effect on dropping the ranking of improper classified triples, and will effectively improve the accuracy of KB.
B. EXPERIMENT 2 -CHANGES IN THE NUMBER OF IMPROPER CLASSIFIED TRIPLES IN THE LATTER 41% OF SUB-CLASSES TRIPLE SETS OF BAIDUBAIKE IN EVERY STAGE
After the optimized processing by potential function based on distance between triple's tags, according to the similarity value of the two stages, each set of triples is sorted in descending order for every stage respectively. And then the changes in the number of improper classified triples in the latter 41% of the respective sub-class triple sets are compared respectively.
As shown in Table 5 , the number of improper classified triples in the latter 41% of most BaiduBaike sub-class' triple set has increased after the modified processing by the semantic tags-based potential function proposed in this paper. And we also demonstrate the experimental results in the schematic diagrams indicated in Fig.3 and Fig.4 . The most significant is the sub-class ''politics and law'', with the number of improper classified triples increased by 347. Meanwhile, the number of improper classified triples in the sub-class' triple sets ''bank'' and ''architecture'' decreased and the reduced degree is relatively small. It could be negligible considering that the total number of improper classified triples has increased by 761. The Result indicates that the denoising method proposed in this paper will improve the precision of Chinese online encyclopedia KB construction.
C. EXPERIMENT 3 -RESULT ANALYSIS FOR PRECISION OF ALL DENOISING TASK
Precision is an important criterion to evaluate information retrieval effect. This experiment is divided into two stages. Stage one: sorting in descending order in triples sets for denosing according to the initial similarity value of triples in BaiduBaike. Stage two: sorting in descending order in triples sets for denosing according to target similarity value after the modified processing by potential function. The latter 41% of the triples of sub-classes are deleted by our method firstly, and then the P-values of the remaining triples can be calculated for following comparison with other state-of-the-art methods. Table 6 is made for listing the P-values of each subclass triple set at two stages proposed in this paper. The P-values at the first and second stage are compared with state-of-the-art Chinese encyclopedia KBs construction methods: Ref. [11] , [14] and [36] . There is comparability between our method and Ref. [14] because knowledge triples are both refined in the second stage of each system but different algorithms are used. Specifically, the latter 41% of triples in each sub-classes triple set are also deleted according to the descending order of triples' TF-IDF values.
It can be seen that The P-values obtained by TF-IDF algorithm [14] is better than that by method [36] . This is because most triples which can reflect the Infobox characteristics of their concept achieve a high ranking, so as to easily eliminate the noise triples which rank relatively lower. So it can be proved that as long as we use appropriate intelligent algorithms to refine knowledge, we will get KBs with high quality and precision. But the P-values of our method is higher than TF-IDF algorithm [14] , it is mainly because that TF-IDF algorithm can only compute the frequency of appearing of Infobox mechanically and ignore its semantic features completely. Therefore, some randomness will be involved into the results of TF-IDF algorithm. By comparison, our method not only introduces the TongYiCiCiLin (extended version) as the semantic dictionary but also introduces the tags of Infobox triples as their semantic feature, so our enhanced nuclear field-like potential function will have more rationality and stability in the re-ranking and re-clustering process of triples.
It is notable from the data that P-values after denoising processing is significant increased than that when not processed at all. Only the sub-class ''architecture'' has declined slightly, which is insignificant for the increase of overall P-values improvement. Because in open-domain scenarios, it is difficult to guarantee that the same algorithm can cover and take into account the characteristics of triples under any different sub-classes. Therefore, negative may occur in few individual set of triples.
Overall, the average of P-values of our method is higher than other state-of-the-art methods at the second stage. Thus, it can be concluded that the new method proposed in this paper can improve the precision of encyclopedia KB.
Next, we also demonstrate the experimental results in the schematic diagrams indicated in Fig.5 and Fig.6 that show the comparing P-values obtained at the end of two denoising stages by using the new method proposed in this paper.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper firstly to measure the initial similarity of knowledge triple by means of the algorithm integrating Edit-Distance with TongYiCiCiLin, then design a new nuclear field-like potential function for obtaining the target similarity to further re-cluster and re-rank the triples in sets. In the end, after descending sorting of triples set based on the target similarity, and the lower-ranked triples are removed from the KB, the goal of knowledge refinement is achieved.
The experimental results reveal that the ''TriTag-NFPF'' algorithm proposed in this paper not only can optimize and corrects the initial similarity value of triples, but also effectively avoids the issues of ambiguity problem in the Chinese online encyclopedia and improper classification of knowledge triples, thus eventually improving the precision of the Chinese encyclopedia KB.
In the future, with the explosive growth of knowledge on the Internet, we will explore the use of Big Data and parallel technology for more efficient knowledge denoising, so that our system can be provided with scalability. 
